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INTRODUCTION
Next-generation user experience analytics tools are a necessary complement to Google 

Analytics. To get the best results from your GA setup, consider a tool that offers the customer 

insights that Google Analytics lacks. This eBook will identify the eight areas where Google 

Analytics comes up short and explain how new user experience analytics and CRO tools 

bridge the gap with:

Real-time, behavior-based user segmentation

On-page analytics and page performance summaries

Intelligent replays

Autotracking

Smart funnels

Conversion rate audits and recommendations

No data sampling or data sampling thresholds

WHY UX ANALYTICS ARE NEEDED 
FOR ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS

A Gartner survey conducted in 2020 found 

that poor data quality was one of the top 

reasons marketing analytics were not being 

used to inform key business decisions.1 

Analytics data that did not present a clear 

recommendation were the second most cited 

reason, underscoring the fact that many 

companies today are very busy collecting 

low-quality and unactionable data. 

Read on to discover why new tools for conversion rate optimization and user experience 

analytics are a necessary complement to your Google Analytics dashboard. 

Brands that use analytics correctly have a clear advantage in today’s competitive marketplace. A 

report from McKinsey & Company shows that:

Another report from the Dell Global Technology Index found that the fastest growing companies 

invest more in big data and proprietary analytics than their competitors.3 Companies like Uber, 

Netflix, and Amazon have proprietary analytics tools and large business intelligence teams.4-7 

Competitive companies know they cannot operate on gut feeling and Google Analytics alone 

to maintain their edge. According to a 2016 McKinsey report, what distinguishes leading global 

brands from their less successful counterparts are “business models predicated on data and 

analytics” that “differentiate themselves through their data and analytics assets, processes, and 

strategies.”8 

1.Foo Kune, L. (Sept. 25, 2020). Marketing Data and Analytics Survey 2020: Optimism Persists as Results Fall Short of Expectations. Gartner. [Link]

Top Reasons Why Analytics Is Not Used in Informing Decisions

Poor Data Quality

Analyzing Data Takes Too Long

Analysis Does Not Present a Clear Recommendation

28%
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businesses using analytics effectively have a 126% profit improvement 

over their competitors.2 

https://www.gartner.com/en/marketing/research/marketing-data-and-analytics-survey-2020
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Companies of all sizes need actionable, insightful data. User experience analytics provide a strong 

competitive advantage for eCommerce brands. And while Google Analytics is a great tool, that 

businesses that rely on Google Analytics alone may suffer from a lack of actionable insights—and 

murky data makes strategic decision-making difficult.

According to a 2019 research study, conversion rates go up when personalization efforts are 

increased. Visitors who accessed three pages of personalized content had a conversion rate of 

3.4%. This was two times the rate (1.7%) of those who were exposed to just two personalized 

pages, while viewers who accessed 10 pages of personalized content had a 31.6% conversion rate.9 

User experience data that can help retailers personalize their eCommerce content is a powerful 

differentiator in a competitive market. 

Your customers are much more than a number 

-- they’re humans. And human behavior cannot 

be understood without user experience metrics. 

eCommerce leaders can understand their 

customers on a deeper level with the real-time 

behavioral data that’s collected by advanced 

user experience analytics tools. This data can 

then be used to create customer profiles and 

cohort groups designed to drive personalized 

experiences.

Fig. 2: The latest suite of data analytics software can track every scroll, mouse movement and click. Using this user experience data captured in real-
time, brands can filter site visitors into segments. These cohorts, based on customer behavior and engagement patterns, can then be used to create 
personalized experiences on eCommerce sites.

A Gartner marketing data and analytics survey conducted in 2020 found 
that poor data quality was one of the top reasons marketing analytics 
were not being used to inform key business decisions. Analytics data 
that did not present a clear recommendation were the second most 
cited reason. Clearly, many companies today are very busy collecting 
low-quality and unactionable data.1

EIGHT ANALYTICS GAPS WHEN USING GA ALONE

Google Analytics Does Not Focus on 
User Behavior

Knowing the ‘what’ with GA keeps you informed. Knowing the ‘why’ gives you 

the power to test, improve, and patch the leaky holes in your conversion pipeline.

Visits Sales Earnings

Statistics
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Visits Sales Earnings

Statistics

Google Analytics gives you macro KPIs such 

as pageviews, sessions, and bounce rate 

numbers. However, it offers no information on 

user behavior. Without insights into customer 

actions taken on your site, measuring the 

impact of UX design changes or content 

strategy shifts is difficult at best. Knowing 

the ‘what’ with Google Analytics keeps you 

informed. Knowing the ‘why’ gives you the 

power to test, improve, and patch the leaky 

holes in your conversion pipeline.

With a comprehensive user experience 

analytics tool layered on top of GA,  

eCommerce leaders have deep insights at 

their fingertips. A dashboard summary of 

your pages can analyze a host of CX and UX 

metrics, such as content read rate, frustration 

level, attributed sales, and clicks per content 

element. These data points offer clarity on 

what pages or page elements are bringing 

the most value.

Google Analytics Focuses on “What” 
When You Need to Know “Why”

GOOGLE 
ANALYTICS
WON’T TELL 

YOU WHY

Purchase attempts resulted in abandonment

Someone was looking for something but 
could not find it

The customer reached out for support

Users bounced after taking a particular 
action

Certain products were browsed and not 
others

Fig. 3: A next-generation user experience analytics platform should track on-page analytics by element level. Using simple pixel installation and 
powered by Google Chrome plug-in, user engagement and experience metrics such as hesitation time, unique users, clicks, and engagement rate can 
all be tracked.
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Session replays are a useful feature that show real-world recordings of how a user interacted with 

your eCommerce site. Google Analytics does not offer session replays, and that means you’re 

missing out on real user experience that can help confirm root causes that should be addressed 

through your CMS or a development ticket.  Luckily, the latest suite of CRO tools to enter the 

marketplace offer such features. With insights into user sessions, it’s easy to infer what elements 

of your site content is helping or hindering customers. 

Google Analytics Does Not Offer Session Replays

Marketing automation makes your life easier and 

your eCommerce site more profitable. Want to 

send a personalized email to website visitors? 

Check. Need to send a custom push notification 

to users that show signs of churn? Done. What 

about re-engaging users who signed up for your 

service but have not logged in to their account 

yet? These automated marketing features are 

possible with the latest suite of analytics tools 

so you can match data with targeted actions.

Google Analytics Offers No 
Automation

If you want to record user events in Google 

Analytics, you’ll need to give your engineers a 

list of everything you could ever want to know so 

they can tag those events. This approach lacks 

both efficiency and specificity. It’s not efficient, 

because it calls for a large amount of additional 

work, and it’s not specific because it produces a 

lot of extraneous data that often goes unused. 

A sophisticated user experience and analytics 

platform will record everything for you—no 

engineers required. From click and swipe rates 

to mouse movements, taps, and double-taps, 

advanced tools will collect this information for 

you automatically.

Google Analytics Does Not Offer 
Autotracking

Visits Sales Earnings

Statistics
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To get the best data continuity out of Google Analytics, a lot of ongoing maintenance is required. 

Keeping event tags in place and monitoring for bot traffic is an essential part of any team’s 

workflow. If rigorous standards of account management are not maintained, it can hurt a brand’s 

data continuity. Complex or incomplete tagging plans are subject to human error and require 

a significant time investment to manage. Investigating the data you collect can be laborious, 

and funnel creation tools are limited. To make the best use of Google Analytics, next-gen user 

experience analytics tools are a necessary addition.  A tool that provides quick and easy-to-use 

on-page analytics saves time, while smart funnels will help your team to easily-generate eye-

catching data visualizations and reports that help you communicate performance build consensus 

for prioritizing resources. 

Google Analytics Requires Ongoing Maintenance The challenge with sampling in GA is that it 

isn’t always the most reliable when it comes 

to interpreting user experience and customer 

behavior patterns, especially on high-volume 

sites because the distribution of data is not always 

uniform. This can leave brands with murky data 

or an incomplete picture of their eCommerce 

site’s performance. 

The second challenge with data sampling in GA is the expense. As of 2020, GA’s data sampling 

thresholds were listed at the following:

These sampling tiers often act as a cudgel for encouraging large businesses with high volumes of 

website traffic to upgrade to the more expensive premium tier. At $150k, Google Analytics 360 

is a big investment for brands. They are often left with a difficult choice: go without the more 

detailed data analysis they need or spend more than they were hoping to. While Google Analytics 

data sampling can be accurate and representative in some cases, it can make gathering insights 

for some segments of users unclear. 

• Analytics Standard: 500k sessions 
• Analytics 360: 100M sessions 10 

Google Analytics’ over-reliance on data sampling can be a barrier to actionable insights—especially 

for larger brands with a higher volume of search traffic. According to Google, data sampling is 

defined as “the practice of analyzing a subset of all data in order to uncover the meaningful 

information in a larger data set.”10

Google Analytics Relies Too Heavily on Data Sampling
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Delivering growth with analytics requires 

advanced tactics across a broad array of 

elements: good UX design, insights from data 

scientists, structured query language (SQL), 

and excellent digital marketing know-how. GA is 

a great tool. But like any sophisticated tool, it 

requires expertise to use it well. The latest suite 

of CRO tools to hit the market come with direct 

support. Having a team of conversion rate and 

analytics experts on-call helps retailers harness 

the full potential of their analytics data with:

 Google Analytics is Not a Full-Service Solution

CONCLUSION
ECommerce  brands relying on Google Analytics alone will miss out on the full picture 

of their eCommerce site performance. This makes it difficult to communicate and build 

consensus for informed business decisions designed to improve conversion. Luckily, new 

analytics solutions have entered the marketplace that bring advanced capabilities, filling in 

where Google Analytics comes up short. These powerful and comprehensive tools are easy 

to use and install, and help brands compete in a crowded market. By offering eCommerce 

leaders deep insights about their customers quickly and easily, user experience analytics 

tools help DTC brands improve their conversion rates with detailed insights.

Comprehensive conversion rate audits

Performance analysis

Optimization strategies

Platform support

Strategic recommendations

WITHOUT AIR360: WITH AIR360:VS

Complex, incomplete tagging plans

Data sampling No data sampling

Session-based analysis User-based analysis, user-centric 
platform

Hard to filter tables On-page analytics

Limited, manual funnels Smart funnels

Basic segmentations Real-time, behavioral, user 
segmentation

No tagging needed: 
full auto-tracking
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Air360 is an advanced user experience analytics platform that helps brands and business leaders 

get after what matters—conversion. With user experience data collected in real-time, marketing, 

eCommerce, analytics, and UX teams have the power to make smart and strategic business 

decisions—no developer required. Innovative brands in competitive industries like L’Oreal, 

Logitech, and Bandai-Namco use Air360 to continuously optimize their eCommerce interface 

and improve their conversion rates. 

Learn more at www.air360.io

ABOUT AIR360

Scalefast is changing the way brands do direct-to-consumer (DTC) eCommerce, by empowering 

them to regain the control and simplicity they need to create an exceptional shopping experience—

directly from their online storefront. By joining forces through the Scalefast Commerce Cloud, 

brands can deliver localized and personalized DTC shopping experiences while leveraging the 

volume and data of an entire brand ecosystem. Scalefast’s modern approach to eCommerce has 

generated award-winning success for their clients and has allowed them to become the fastest-

growing eCommerce platform in the U.S. Its full-stack enterprise solution brings together a cloud-

based eCommerce platform, global business services and an international footprint of logistics, 

payment, tax, and business partners. 

ABOUT SCALEFAST
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